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Faculty edg.e closer to strike 
Melissa Balderrama 
Staff Writer 
They weren't many but they 
were serious. 
Approximately 50 faculty 
members spent last Thursday 
afternoon picketing and telling 
anyone who would listen about 
their plans for a possible strike for 
better salary and working condi-
tions. 
"The informational picketing 
is an attempt to inform faculty, stu-
dents and the media that we 
haven't gone away and we're still 
in the fight to get a good contract," 
San Bernardino California Faculty 
Association (CFA) Chapter 
President Tom Meisenhelder said. 
The CFA has been negotiating 
for a new contract with the CSU 
Board of Trustees for almost two 
years. 
CSUSB students also came 
out that Thursday afternoon to 
show support for the faculty. 
"We are here today to support 
our professors and because -we're 
tired of where the quality of educa-
tion is beaded," CF A student intern 
Crystal Rodriguez said. 
Speakers at the informational 
picket included Rodriguez, 
Political Action and Legislative 
Representative for the CFA Susan 
Meisenhelder, and Associate Dean 
ofUndergraduate Studies Dr. Tom 
Rivera. 
R_ivera expressed his concern 
for contract negotiations and 
CSUSB students. 
"I am stili a teacher and I care 
about what happens in the class-
room," Rivera said. 
CSUSB faculty and students 
dressed in caps and gowns, 
marched around the campus and 
through the student urlion carrying 
signs. They chanted for lower stu-
dent fees, better working condi-
tions and higher salary. 
The most recent round of con-
tract negotiations ended in a stale-
mate after which the Public 
Employment Relations Board 
(PERB) declared a state of 
impasse on Sept. 29,2006. 
"We're angry because faculty 
doesn't have a contract after 20 
months of negotiating," Susan 
Meisenhelder said. 
If strikes occur there will be 
two-day rolling strikes across the 
23 CSU campuses. 
"The faculty wants to avoid an 
,all out strike out of concern for the 
student's and their careers being 
affected," Tom Meisenhelder said, 
"it's part of a strategy to put some 
pressure--en ·the Chancellor so- he 
knows that unless he restarts nego-
tiations the faculty won't be quiet." 
Chancellor Charles B. Reed is the 
Chief Executive Officer of the 
CSU system. 
"We think he (Chancellor 
Reed) has done a poor job of man-
aging the university, or at least has 
the wrong priorities for a public 
university," Tom Meisenhelder 
said, "the mismanagement is 
Continued on Pg. 2 
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Approximately 50 faculty members picketed outside the Pfau Library on Thursday, Jan. 25, 2007. 
. CSUSB stu~nts also came out that afternoon to show support for the faculty. 
Funding greases wheels ofProgress Scholarship money 
Jennifer Veal 
Staff Writer 
The Office of Technology, 
Transfer and Commercialization 
(OTTC) at CSUSB recently 
approved several grants totaling 
$485,000. The grants will fund 
seven companies throughout the 
United States working on biomet-
rics and robotics. 
The ·companies will work to 
convert and improve existing mili-
tary technology so that it can be 
used commercially. 
OTIC is interested in a very 
broad range of technologies, 
everything from mosquito traps to 
suborbital rocket launches with 
biomedical research payloads. 
"We have decided to be more 
focused now, and this year we 
looked at only two categories of 
Courtesy of Jull GaQdastrla 
Pictured are DC-DC chargers from Gem Power. The GEM 
Power Universal Battery Charger is an intelligent battery charg-
ing system. 
technology: robotics and biomet-
rics," Greg Zerovnik, 
Communications Manager for 
OTIC said. 
Biometrics are technologies 
that enhance security systems by 
increasing the accuracy of person-
al identification. 
The robotics area focused on 
technologies that ~an be integrated 
with existing military robots now 
in use in Iraq and Afghanistan. 
CornerTurn a Corona based 
startup company created in March 
of 2004, was awarded a $75,000 
grant for the use o( prototype test-
ing and evaluation development. 
CornerTurn will also receive 
up to $25,000 for a market study of 
BOTDROPS, which are sensors 
that maintain surveillance ofp~evi­
ously cleared spaces such as build-
ings or caves. 
GEM Power, a company in 
Redlands, has been awarded a 
marketing and feasibility study for 
its GEM Power Universal Battery 
Charger, an intelligent battery 
charging system that automatically 
determines the size and type of 
battery to be charged and com-
pletely recharges it. 
Bionics America of Los 
Angeles will receive $25,000 for a 
marketing study to test and evalu-
ate a blood vessel authentication 
system. The work will be co-
authored with Unisys, at its facili-
ties in Reston, Virginia. 
Embedded Computer 
Products of Wildomar, California, 
was awarded $10,000 for its plan 
Continued on Pg. 2 
Malori Merki 
Staff Writer 
The California State 
University Foundation announced 
$350,000 in funding for endowed 
scholarships to be available to stu-
dents in the 2007-2008 academic 
year. The funding is available to 
students who will be attending any 
of the 23 state university campuses 
throughout California. 
The funding for these 
endowed scholarships comes from 
donations by individuals and 
organizations to the CSU 
Foundation and has helped thou-
sands of students at CSU over the 
years, CSU's assistant vice chan-
cellor of advancement services 
Lori Redfearn said. 
"We are currently recruiting 
for applicants for the 2007-2008 
scholarships that are available here 
on campus and for those through 
the Chancellor's office," CSUSB 
Scholarship Coordinator and 
Financial Aid Advisor Roberta 
Albert said, "Students can apply 
online if they go to our website 
(http://finaid.csusb.edu/) and click 
on the 2007-2008 CSUSB 
Scholarship Application link." 
The application has thirty-six 
questions and once the student 
submits the application they must 
follow up by providing the finan-
cial aid office with an autobio-
Continued on Pg. 2 
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Scholarship Coordinator and Financial Aid Advisor Roberta Albert 
(right) helps a student assistant fill out a scholarship application. 
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Financial 
aid deadline 
Nichlas Mull 
Staff Writer 
Over $120 million in fman-
cial aid and scholarships will be 
dispensed to CSUSB undergradu-
ate students who apply before the 
March 2 priority deadline for the 
2007-2008 academic year, accord-
ing to the director of fmancial aid 
services at CSUSB. 
While the Free Application 
for Federal Student Aid (FAFSA) 
may be filed after March; those fil-
ing before the priority deadline 
increase the likelihood of receiv-
ing maximum consideration for all 
sources of aid. 
"Admission applications for 
the CSU system are already up 15 
percent for Hispanics and 12 per-
cent for African Americans, so it's 
really \mportant for students to 
make it a priority to get their 
F AFSAs in early," said Paul 
Browning, media relations spe-
cialist for the CSU Chancellor's 
Office. 
Students can fill out their 
FAFSA forms online at 
CSUMentor.edu. They may then 
transfer their application data from 
CSUMentor's transfer module 
directly to the U.S. Department of 
Education's FAFSA website. 
The CSU discourages stu-
dents from filing FAFSA paper 
applications. It recommends fami-
lies complete the FAFSA web 
worksheet prior to filing the online 
FAFSA. 
Go directly to the U.S. 
Department of Education's web-
site at fafsa.ed.gov to access the 
Web Worksheet. 
"It's also important for stu-
dents to not forget about scholar-
ships as well," said Roseanna 
Ruiz, director of financial aid 
services at CSUSB. "Combined 
with scholarships, we dispensed 
almost $120 million for the 2005-
2006 college year." 
Ruiz said she is expecting that 
number to increase this year due to 
the new Academic 
Competitiveness Grant (ACG) 
and the Smart Grant. 
There are four key steps that 
CSU students need to complete to 
see if they are eligible to receive 
financial aid packages. 
Descriptions of the four tasks and 
other tutorials are available on 
CSUMentor.edu. 
The first two steps are esti-
mating financial aid eligibility and 
filing a FAFSA form with the fed-
eral government. 
Third, after filing the FAFSA, 
students should research the types 
of financial aid available while 
waiting for their Student Aid 
Reports (SAR) the federal govern-
ment sends to them after evaluat-
ing their applications. 
After students receive their 
SARs, they should c;heck for 
errors and make corrections to 
their FAFSA online. 
The last task is to wait for a 
response from the Financial Aid 
office. 
Major Federal Pell Grants 
dispensed $17.5 million to stu-
dents at CSUSB alone in the 2005-
2006 school year, while . Federal 
Continued on Pg. 2 
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Vision for gifts and estate 
WendyDiaz 
Staff Writer 
Cindi Pringle has just been 
appointed to run CSUSB's Gift and 
' Estate Planning Program. The Gift 
' and Estate Planning Program is an 
1 element of fund raising at CSUSB 
I that is part of a full fledge fupd 
raising program. 
Planned giving is typically 
' referred to as 'deferred giving' 
1 because it involves people giving 
' gifts, while they are alive, that will 
benefit the university years after 
they pass away. 
Typically the Gift and Estate 
' Planning Program comprises peo-
ple in their 60s, 70s, or 80s, who 
Continued: 
· Financial Aid 
Work Study Program earned 
' $970,000 and the Federal 
' Supplementary Education 
Opportunity Grant (FSEOG) dis-
pensed $385,000. 
$30 million in subsidized stu-
dent loans was dispensed. 
Subsidized loans are need based 
loans given to students who do not 
need to pay interest until gradua-
tion. $25 million in unsubsidized 
loans was dispensed. 
Unsubsidized loans are loans 
which students are required to pay 
interest for while in school. 
California State Grants A and B 
combined distributed $95 million. 
Students can receive financial 
aid information for all grade lev-
els, including information about 
incoming freshmen and transfers, 
at http://finaid.csusb.edu. Students 
with questions can call the fman-
cial aid services at 909-537-5227. 
are planning to leave something in 
their will to the university. 
By creating a tax deductible 
vehicle, donors may earn some 
income because of assets. they 
donate. These assets include com-
modities such as houses, cash, or 
stock to help programs for further 
research with faculty or develop 
scholarships for students. It is a 
program that will help the univer-
sity build its endowment over 
time. 
"CSUSB's endowment is at 
$1 0 million," Pringle said. 
Pringle has been with CSUSB 
for 20 years and has experience in 
marketing, public relations and 
fundraising. 
According to Pringle "We 
haven't necessarily put a full time 
focus on it, so now there's a full 
time person over seeing this pro-
gram, building and developing it." 
Pringle was involved in running 
CSUSB's 40th Anniversary cele-
bration last year. 
"This is sort of a natural pro-
gression from that job because I 
had met so many people who were 
involved with the university and its 
first presidency with John Pfau. I 
had conversations with people 
who had fondness with the univer-
sity and who might want to leave a 
deferred gift at some point in the 
future," Pringle said. 
The university has been build-
ing its fundraising operation since 
Vice President Aguilar moved 
Nicholas Mull/Chronicle 
Over $120 million in financial aid and scholarships will be dis-
pensed to CSUSB undergraduate students. 
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Opportunity 
from Information Resources and 
Technology to the advancement 
division over a year ago. 
"There've been changes and 
shifts of folks among different 
responsibilities over time and so 
yes this was an opportunity and the 
timing was right. Typically folks in 
this position generally have a 
wealth of knowledge of their insti-
tution," Pringle said. 
"I'm also developing some 
competency in planned giving by 
taking some training through 
CSULB philanthropic program 
and that's a one year course that 
helps you understand tax in state 
law," Pringle added. 
Pringle was also involved in 
developing and leading the univer-
sity in an effort to have an off cam-
pus television station, which start-
ed in 2002. 
Continued: 
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OTTC grants 
Courtesy of Juli Gandastria 
Pictured is a Nano 
Engineering Corporation proto-
type. 
to develop a new computer chip 
and s·oftware program that pro-
vides real-time information for 
fast response with security surveil-
lance and other areas. 
January 29, 2007 
Nano Engineering in West 
Palm Beach, Florida was awarded 
a $75,000 grant for prototype 
development of a highly sensitive 
sensor integrated into a robot that 
can detect e~tremely small 
amounts of gaseous vapors given 
off by explosives ahd chemical 
weapons. 
Trex of Kahului, Hawaii 
received a $75,000 grant for proto-
type testing and development of a 
compact imaging radar system that 
is capable of real-time 3-D imag-
ing that improves environmental 
scanning of an area. 
Lumidigm of Albuquerque, 
N.M., will receive a $50,000 grant 
for prototype testing with biomet-
ric evaluation and development. 
Past grants provided by 
OTIC have had an impact on both 
our campus and community. 
$350,000 endowed scholarship funding available 
graphical statement and a letter of 
recommendation from an instruc-
tor. 
All requirements are 
explained online on the application 
page. Students are given the option 
of printing out the recommenda-
tion letter and autobiographical 
page forms. 
This gives students ~l)e option 
of turning in something easy to 
complete to theil professors, 
instead of going to' their professors 
and asking for a letter of recom-
mendation for scholarship applica-
tions. 
It is important for the student 
to know that the instructor does 
not tum in the letter. Instructors 
must give the letter back to the stu-
dent because the letter and autobi-
ographical statement have . to be 
turned in together to the financial 
aid office. 
The autobiographical page 
gives students information about 
the content to include in their auto-
biographical statement. 
Autobiographical statements are 
extremely important to applying 
for scholarships. 
"A student's autobiographical 
statement is the only way the com-
mittee is going to get a chance to 
get to know the student. There are 
no interviews. Students have · to 
have a really well thought out and 
articulated autobiographical state-
ment," Albert said. 
Students have three options 
for turning in the required docu-
ments. They may drop them off at 
the financial aid office, fax them, 
or mail them. 
Most CSU system-wide 
scholarships require !>tudents to 
maintain full-time status for the 
duration of the academic year that 
Malorl Merki/Chronicle 
Students can apply online at http://finaid.csusb.edu and click on 
the 2007-2008 CSUSB Scholarship Application link. 
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the award is received and eligibili-
ty must be verified each quarter or 
semester during the scholarship 
award period. 
New applicants who have 
never been awarded a CSU sys-
tem-wide scholarship receive pri-
ority over other equally qualified 
applicants who have received one 
in the past. Applicants may be con-
sidered for more than one scholar-
ship during the same year, but they 
will be considered for the scholar-
ship of greatest value first. 
Of the $350,000 available 
overall, a little over $11,000 is 
reserved for CS\JSB students 
specifically. 
Both CSU Foundation and 
CSUSB specific scholarships are 
app,ied for by the same online 
application. 
CSUSB recruits for all the dif-
ferent scholarships it offers and 
then a representative appointed by 
the Chancellor's office will choose . . 
a few applicants froin the entire 
pool of applications received and 
then submit them for each of the 
scholarships CSUSB is eligible 
for. 
A committee will then review 
the top picks from the pool and the 
person being nominated will be 
asked to fill out some additional 
information. 
In the 2006-2007 academic 
year, CSUSB awarded a little over 
$900,000 to students and is plan-
ning to award about the same 
amount again this year. 
A little over 2000 students 
apply each year and anywhere 
between 350-500 students are 
awarded scholarships. · 
With a student population of 
17,000 and only 2000 applicants, 
students aren't taking the time to 
complete the application or they 
feel as if it wouldn't do them any 
good. 
Continued: 
Faculty Picket 
reflected through increased class 
sizes, fewer classes being offered, 
more temporary faculty, and 
increasing fees." 
While fee increases may not 
be desirable, some of the adminis-
tration feels that it may be neces-
sary. 
"We don't like to see fees 
increase, but we do need the 
money," Provost and Vice 
President of Academic Affairs Dr. 
Louis Fernandez said. 
"A portion of tuition fees go 
to funding financial aid for 
CSUSB students. If we don't have 
the fee increases, there are a lot of 
things we won't be able to do," 
Fernandez said. 
Corrections 
In the Jan. 22, 2007 issue of 
the Coyote Chronicle, an arti-
cle written by staff writer Larry 
Palacios was inco"ectly 
attributed to staff writer Chris 
del Rosario. 
f 
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Courtesy of Malorl Merki, and Thomas McGovern 
Approximately 50 faculty members spent last Thursday afternoon picketing and telling anyone who would listen about their plans for a possible strike for better salary and working conditions. CSUSB stu-
dents also came out to show support for the faculty. Contract negotiations with the CSU are currently in a state of impasse. 
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Still want to be a Greek? Check yourself 
Philip Ince 
Staff Writer 
College students usually 
believe that the beginning of fall 
quarter is when they can join fra-
ternities and sororities. However, 
Greek organizations at CSUSB 
will be actively rushing potential 
members all winter quarter. 
Many sororities and fraterni-
ties will set up display tables on 
campus during Rush Week to 
advertise what they have to offer to 
potential members: 
"We set up tables so members 
of the organization can promote 
and inform people about their 
Philip !nee/Chronicle 
Tommy Harbur of Tau Kappa Epsilon fraternity promotes 
recruitment for his fraternity. 
ideals and recruit new members," 
said Jason Frederickson, President 
of the Inter-Fraternal Council and 
a member of Sigma-Chi. 
The official Rush Week will 
take place Feb. 19-21. It officially 
ends on Bid Day when the organi-
zations formally offer their poten-
tial members invitations to join 
their fraternity or sorority. 
The term "rush" in Greek 
organizations is another way of 
saying that the fraternity or sorori-
ty is looking for new members. 
According to the Student 
Leadership and Development 
Office, some students are discour-
aged to join Greek organizations 
because of the images of hazing 
they see in the media. 
CSUSB has anti-hazing and 
anti-discrimination poiicies. A vio-
lation of these policies results in 
the immediate expulsion from 
campus for the organization. 
Greek organizations are 
designed to challenge their mem-
bers to get good grades and 
reward their members who have 
the highest GPA. 
Every fraternity and sorority 
designs a scholarship program and 
social events to reward members 
• who earn good grades. 
Many Greek organizations 
participate in leadership work-
shops which are designed to bene-
fit members during their school 
years as well as in their careers. 
The members of Greek organ-
izations also gain networking 
skills when they communicate 
with other chapters, their council 
and national or regional council. 
"Since most of the organiza-
tions ru:e run at a national level, the 
networking is extensive," CSUSB 
Greek advisor Natalie Morales 
said. 
Members of Greek organiza-
tions run their chapter in an execl!-
tive board and committee struc-
ture. These1experiences benefit the 
members during their college 
years and after graduation. 
"It's actually like running a 
business," said Tjm Vasquez of 
Tau Kappa Epsilon. "If we don't 
run our fraternity correctly, it 
could get shut down." 
All the Greek organizations 
on campus fall under four cate-
gories. The Inter-Fraternity coun-
cil governs five different fraterni-
ties on campus. 
The Panhellenic Council gov-
erns four sororities. The United 
Sorority and Fraternity Council 
govern the three multi-cultural 
Greek organizations. 
The National Pan-Hellenic 
Council governs the five African-
American sororities and fraterni-
ties. 
CSUSB currently has 18 
Greek organizations, 16 of which 
are national. 
CSUSB requires that students 
who want to join a Greek organiza-
tion have at least a 2.0 GPA and be 
enrolled in at least 12 units. 
Organizations can ..set their own 
GPA requirement! about 50 per-
cent of organizations require an 
average GPA of 2.5 
Students that are interested in 
joining a Greek Organization 
should visit the Student Leadership 
and Development (SLD) office 
located in the San Manuel Student 
Union in Room 203. They can 
also contact Natalie Morales, the 
Greek advisor at (909) 537-5234.· 
TifmiBrown 
Staff Writer 
The first of three HIV 1 0 1 
workshops hosted by the Pride 
Center took place on Wednesday 
Jan. 24, 2007, in the theater at the 
Santos Manuel Student Union. 
The workshop was presented 
by Frank Pancucci who is from the 
non-profit organization Bienestar. 
He focused on issues dealing with 
HN. 
This section offered informa-
tion on the Bienestar organization 
and the types of services they pro-
vide to the various communities 
they are located in. 
The remaining three sections 
of the workshop include an in-
depth discussion on HIV, a section 
on Latinos living with HIV within 
the county and a cultural capacity 
training session. 
The Pride Center collaborated 
with Bienestar in order to bring 
this workshop to the CSUSB cam-
pus. 
According to the Center for 
Disease Control and Prevention 
(CDC), as of Dec. 2003, African 
Americans and Hispanics repre-
sented 64 percent of males living 
with AIDS and 83 percent of 
females. 
With this in mind, Bienestar 
was established in 1989 to provide 
HIVIAIDS information and serv-
ices to the Latino population in 
Southern California. 
Bienestar currently operates at 
ten locations serving the commu-
nities of San Bernardino, Los 
Angeles, Pomona, San Diego, Van 
Nuys, and El Monte. Both staff 
and volunteers at these centerS are 
bilingual in order to better serve 
the community. 
These locations offer a variety 
of services to people living with 
HIV/AIDS including treatment, 
education, peer counseling, food 
distribution, housing assistance 
and case management. 
For the Lesbian, Gay, Bi-
Sexual, and Transgender (LGBT) 
community, they also offer out-
reach services, individual support, 
group support, cultural events and 
referrals to other social and med-
ical programs. 
For more information about 
HIV and the services provided by 
Bienestar there are still two work-
shops left. They will be presented 
on Tuesday Feb. 20, 2007 at 10 
a.m.-12 p.m. and Monday March 
5, 2007 at 4 p.m. - 6 p.m. 
Tlflnl Brown/Chronicle 
HIV workshops provide possible life saving information. 
Fun ontelotJrs :t] T 'y.otes 
Lauren Roberts 
Staff Writer 
Snowboarding, hiking and 
camping are some of the activities 
offered. to the CSUSB students and 
staff by the CSUSB Outdoors pro-
gram. 
Every weekend CSUSB 
Outdoors offers trips. Whether it 
is snowboarding in Wrightwood or 
going to the Deep Creek hot 
springs it is a guaranteed great 
time. • 
"You don't need any experi-
ence to become a member of our 
outdoors program," CSUSB 
Outdoors and aquatic coordinator 
David Conover said. "The cool 
thing is that all trips are open to the 
CSl[SB community." 
One of the best things CSUSB 
· Outdoors provides is free gear to 
those who need it. 
"If you show up with no gear 
we will provide it to you free of 
charge," Conover said. 
Poly pro tops and bottoms, 
snowboard pants, snowboard jack-
et, gloves, beanies and goggles are 
just some of the types of gear pro-
vided. 
CSUSB Outdoors next event 
will take place on February 4th. 
They are offering a camping trip to 
Anza Borrego. 
"Anza Borrego was one of our 
most popular camping trips last 
year. So we are excited to offer it 
up once again,'" Conover said. 
· It is $40 for students and 
recreational center members, $55 
faculty and staff, $60 alumni and 
$75 affiliates. 
The price includes transporta-
tion, food and all camping gear. 
On February lOth, CSUSB 
Outdoors will be taking a snow-
to Snow 
Snow Valley is located in the San 
Bernardino Mountains. No experi-
ence is required. 
In 2001, CSUSB students 
passed a referendum that allowed 
them to choose any recreational 
program that they found enjoyable. 
The students then selected their 
favorite outdoor programs. 
"We all have so much fun 
together," Outdoors Staff member 
Teri Heinbaugh said. "Most of all 
we're building a stronger commu-
nity when we have these activi-
ties." .. 
CSUSB Outdoors gives stu-
dents the chance to enhance physi-
cal fitness, learn new skills, 
engage in friendly sports competi-
tion, expand their knowledge base 
and simply enjoy themselves. 
To learn more information 
about CSUSB Outdoors, visit 
camp.csusb.edu or call (909) 537-
CAMP. 
Courtesy of www.camp.csusb.edu. 
CSUSB Outdoors offers many opportunities to get out and get active. 
~----------------------Health & Science Chronicle Page 5 
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Marketing. technology 
'Michelle Graham 
Staff Writer 
The CSUSB Office of 
Technology Transfer and 
Commercialization (OTIC) is a 
program that helps technologies 
b~come establ1shed in the market-
place. 
OTTC is so new it has not 
been added to the campus inap yet. 
This organization is designed 
to help promote the growth of 
high-tech businesses, generate job 
growth and economic develop-
ment at the local, regional and 
national levels as well as foster the 
educational mission of the 
University. . 
"Although there are a lot of 
programs that do technology trans-
fer and commercialize, we are one 
of the most ~uccessful," OTTC 
Communicatio.ns Manager Greg 
Zerovnik said. 
The OTTC does marketing 
research for other universities as 
well. It helps to get products and 
discoveries patented in universi-
ties. The services are available to 
graduate students for marketing 
companies and CSUSB facultY, for 
marketing studies among others. 
The panel of reviewers con-
sists of some CSUSB faculty. 
There are more than 400 reviewers 
throughout the country. 
"Well over half of the organi-
zations we have given money to 
have succeeded in getting invest-
ment capital, additional grants, 
purchase orders or outright com-
mercial sales," Zerovnik said. 
"The mission of the OTTC at 
CSUSB is to provide exemplary, 
timely and responsive business 
and research services to govern-
ment agencies, private enterprise 
and academia in order to assist 
them in moving their technologies 
through the commercialization 
process," the office's website at 
ottc.csusb.edu said. 
The OTIC provides individu-
als with experience in computer 
science along with hands on famil-
iarity with different aspects of 
small businesses. "This helps indi-
viduals to gain experience by 
working on some very sophisticat-
ed projects," Zerovnik said. 
The OTTC's purpose is to 
serve as a unique gateway between 
academia, government and the pri-
vate sector and to define the over-
all market and business potential 
of a given product or technology. 
Their · business services 
include the analysis of following 
categories : market feasibility 
assessments, market analysis, 
business plan development and 
market validation studies. 
Their research services 
include: technology development, 
prototype development, testing 
and evaluation 
Most of The OTTC's clients 
include small businesses. They 
help these small businesses to suc-
ceed by utilizing the tools they 
have to offer. 
Among the list of the 
Executive Advisory Board are: 
President Albert Kamig, Ph.D., 
President and Chairman of OTIC 
Executive Advisory Board 
CSUSB Amro Albanna, President 
and CEO from QMotions Inc., 
Michael Chick, President and 
COO from The Noblemen Group, 
Inc, Mr. Jack Dangermond, 
· President from ESRI. 
Visit the OTIC on the web at 
http://ottc.csusb.edu/ or call the 
office at (909) 53 7-7777. 
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For a flu free season ... 
April Aleman 
Staff Writer 
Everyone knows that a 
healthy diet, plenty of rest and a 
stress free life are the bt!st ways to 
avoid getting sick. But as college 
students, do we really have those 
luxuries? 
Research shows there are 
alternatives and suppleJ;Dents that 
can help reduce the possibilities of 
being burdened this season with 
the cold and flu as well as lessen 
the effects of being sick. 
An article written by Amanda 
Macqlillan in Prevention magazine 
titl~ "The latest research on what 
to take, eat and do to stay cold and 
flu free this season," gives a brief 
summary of what to do monthly 
and daily to avoid the cold season. 
This month there are a few 
things you can do differently to aid 
your ~une system. Book your 
flu and influenza shots. 
Vaccinations offer 70-90 percent 
protection against infections and 
decrease severity if you should 
happen to get sick. 
The CSUSB Health Center 
offers these vaccinations along 
with a variety of other services. 
"We're like your basic care," 
said Lisa Graham in the health 
office. "We got you sPvered with 
the flu, cough, cold, dermatitis, 
warts; physical exams, you name 
it. We also have a full pharmacy 
and everything is sold at cost. 
Vitamins, medicine, anything sold 
at a normal pharmacy. We're bet-
ter than Wal-Mart." touted for its ability to prevent and 
"If students are intere~ted in cure the common cold. Although 
having their flu vaccinations, its 
easy and only $10 for current stu-
dents," Graham said. 
Everyday there are also things 
you can do to stay healthy. Begin 
your day with a multivitamin, 
preferably one with 100 percent of 
the recommended daily values of 
vitamins A, B6, B12, C, and D, as 
well as the minerals chromium, 
copper, folic acid, selenium, calci-
um and zinc. 
This one vitamin will give you 
the right amount and it also works 
better than the hyped-up Airborne 
wliich has an ultra-concentrated 
dose of vitamins and herbs. 
"Just take one daily vitamin, 
healthy or not to keep your 
immune system up," CSUSB grad-
uate and RN for Kaiser Fontana 
Sarah Todd said. 
Here are a few tips for those 
of you who feel sick now or have 
some of the ,beginning signs. At 
the first sign of symptoms use 
zinc. It may help prevent or lesson 
the duration of a cold. Zinc releas-
es something into the body that 
prevents the virus from maturing 
and attaching to your airways. 
For those. of you who question 
the ability of vitamins and supple-
ments as an alternate cold remedy, 
an article written by Pat Kendall. 
He has a Ph.D., R.D. and is a food 
science and human nutrition spe-
cialist at Colorado State University 
Cooperative Extension. 
"Vitamin C has long been 
these claims have been blown out 
of proportion, an adequate intake 
of yitamin C is necessary .to help 
fight infections and keep th~ 
immune system," Kendall said. 
Do not take more than the rec-
o~ended value as .it can actually 
do more harm than good. In some 
instances taking large amounts of 
vitamin C can cause side effects 
. such as nausea, abdominal cramps 
and diarrhea. 
Echinacea is a very controver-
sial supplement. Some swear by it 
and some swear *at it is nothing 
more than a placebo: 
In the past, Americans have 
gone by the European research 
suggesting that the herb has an 
immune system stimulating effect. 
In the past few years, more 
research has been done in America · 
in regards to the herb yet the 
results still vary. 
"Echinacea seems to work by 
stimulating various components of 
the body's immune system," 
Kendall said in his article titled 
"Alternative Cold Remedies: Do 
They Really Work?" · 
So whether or not it is possi-
ble to get eight hours of sleep a 
night or eat just the right things, it 
is now achievable to remain 
healthier while maintaining your 
lifestyle. By following these easy 
daily and monthly steps you can · 
get through this cold and flu sea-
son without a sneeze.. cough or 
stomach ache. 
. April Aleman 
Vitamins, diet, and soft treatments can ease the pain of the cold and flu season's attack. 
Birth control pill effectiveness declines 
Michelle Graham 
Staff Writer 
Birth control that is released 
today is possibly less effective 
than birth control released decades 
ago. 
"The original birth control 
pills approved in the 1960s 
allowed less than one pregnancy 
when taken by 100 women for at 
least a year," the Federal Drug 
Administration said. "But in' the 
last decade, the government has 
approved pills allowing more than 
two pregnancies for every l 00 
woman-years of use." 
Birth control pills (BCPs) or 
oral contraceptive pills have been 
used in this country for over 40 
years. The ftrst birth control pill, 
Enovid, was introduced in 1960. 
Since then, over 45 brands have 
become available to women. 
Between 1995 and 2000 
women worldwide experience 
over 300 million unwanted preg-
nancies, according to The Center 
of Reproductive Rights. 
The sample of women that are 
used in testing effectiveness of 
birth control often excludes over-
weight women, smokers, and 
women with a history of heart 
problems. 
As the dosages of hormones 
have decreased, the side effects 
, women experienced also 
decreased. 
Our currently prescribed pills 
have approximately one-tenth the 
amount of medication used in the 
first pills of the 1960's. 
The pill is the most popular 
type of birth control. It comes in 
packs of21 or 28. 
The pill stops ovulation, 
which prevents the ovaries from 
releasing eggs. Also, the pill 
works by thickening cervical 
mucus, which makes it harder for 
sperm to enter the uterus. 
Some of the reason women 
take birth control pills are: to 
maintain regular cycles, the reduc-
tion of menstrual cramps and 
clearer skin. 
BCPs are great at regulating 
the menstrual cycle, producing 
consistency and mmtmtzmg 
cramps. They also reduce the 
amount of blood flow during the 
period. Less blood loss is helpful 
in preventing anemia. 
Everyone wants clear skin. It 
has been proven that some birth 
control pills help with acne. 
Remember that this is judged on a 
case by case basis so it is not guar-
anteed to improve skin appear-
ance. 
Other benefits include: reduc-
tion of the risk of developing 
benign breast cysts, ovaflan cysts, 
pelvic inflammatory disease and 
tubal pregnancy. They also are 
associated with a markedly 
decreased risk of uterine cancer 
and ovarian cancer. 
Another heavily debated 
invention is the morning after pill, 
also known as emergency contra-
ception pill. 
This is for women who 
engage in unprotected sex and 
want to reduce their chances of 
getting pregnant. 
Birth control is available for 
free at various local locations. 
There are clinics in San 
Bernardino and Redlands to help 
people with sexual related issues. 
They can test you for disease 
and pregnancy as well as provide 
you with various types of birth 
control methods. 
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The Dixie Chicks are among the nominees for album of the year 
and song of the year. 
•, 
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Gearing up for the Grammys 
Performers, nominees, and· online .contest 
Daniel Otianga 
News Editor 
Awards season is here once 
again and with it arrives one of 
music's most coveted honors - the 
Granunys. 
The 49th annual Grammy 
Awards are scheduled to take place 
at the Staples Center, beginning at 
8:00p.m., on Feb. 11, 2007. 
"We have a bunch of perform-
ers that have been announced," 
Jennifer Keppel said. Keppel is 
Project Coordinator in the 
Recording Academy's 
Communications and Media 
Relations department. 
"The Red llot Chili Peppers are 
going to be there, Beyonce, Justin 
Timberlake, Carrie Underwood, 
the Dixie Chicks, Gnarls Barkley ... 
there will be a lot of performers." 
Keppel said. 
The nominees for album of the 
year are: The Dixie Chicks, 
"Taking the Long Way," Gnarls 
Barkley, "St. Elsewhere," John 
Mayer, "Continuum," Red Hot 
Chili Peppers, "Stadium 
Arcadium," and Justin Timberlake, 
"FutureSex!LoveSounds." 
Nominated for song of the year 
are: Mary J. Blige, "Be Without 
You," Carrie Underwood, "Jesus, 
Take the Wheel," the Dixie 
Chicks, "Not Ready to Make 
Nice," Corinne Bailey Rae, "Put 
Your Record On," and James 
Blunt, ''You're Beautiful." 
The Grammys are peer-present-
ed awards to honor musical 
achievement and excellence with-
out regard to album sales or chart 
position. 
Grammy Awards are presented 
arinually by the Recording 
Academy. 
This year's awards will honor 
music from the 2006 recording 
year. 
According to grammy.com the 
2006 recording year began on Oct. 
I, 2005, and ended on Sept. 30, 
2006. 
Only entries submitted in this 
time period were considered f<?r 
awards. · 
In order to receive a Grammy 
nomination, either a member of the 
Recording Academy or a record 
company must submit a musical 
recording or video to the 
Recording Academy during the 
eligibility period. 
Once an entry is submitted, it 
is screened by 150 experts to con-
fmn its qualifications. 
According to grammy.com, 
submitted entries are then put 
through different rounds of ballot 
voting to narrow down their num-
ber. 
All of the voting is confmned 
by an independent tabulation firm. 
Results from the final round 
of voting are conducted by mem-
bers of the Recording Academy 
and are not revealed until the night 
of the awards. 
One of the highlights of this 
year's ceremony will be Justin 
Timberlake's performance with the 
"My Grammy Moment" talent 
search winner. 
On Dec. 14, 2006, CBS and 
Yahoo! Inc. launched a singing 
contest on the Yahoo! Music web-
site in search of undiscovered 
musical talent. 
The winner of this contest will 
perform a live duet with Justin 
Timberlake at the Grammys. 
Voting is still open on the 
Yahoo! Music website for the top 
three fmalists. 
Grammys are given to artists 
across 31 general fields of music, 
according to grammy.com. 
There are 108 categories with-
in these fields. 
"We want to represent the 
many different genres and fields of 
music. We want to honor all forms 
John ~ay_er is scheduled to perform at the ~rammys ~l!d is also nominated for album of the year. 
Running Into Trouble by The National Highway Traffic Safety Administration 
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Kim Velasquez 
Staff Writer 
The "Forgotten· Masters 
Revived: Turbulence and 
Tranquility" exhibit at CSUSB 's 
Robert V. Fullerton museum fea-
tures two very different artists and 
exhibit a wide range of amazing 
works. 
The artists are Stanislav 
Szukalski and Teng Hiok Chiu. 
Szukalski is a favorite of some 
celebrities including L'eonardo 
DiCaprio and Danny Carrey. 
Carrey, the drummer of popu-
lar rock band Tool, provided 
1917's "Self Portrait," from his 
own collection for this exhibit. 
Szukalski, representing the 
turbulent part of the exhibit, spe-
cialized in sculptures. The main 
timeframe of his work was 1911-
1955. 
The exhibit at the museum 
contains 16 of Szukalski 's bronzes 
as well as a mix of nine paintings 
and drawings. 
' Teng Hiok Chiu, representing 
the tranquil part of the exhibit, was 
a painter who focused on land-
scapes. The main tirneframe of his 
work was 1930-1955. 
The exhibit includes a mixed 
selection of Chiu's oil and water-
color paintings. Most of the works 
are done in soft pastel colors. 
Eva Kirsch, director of the 
museum, has researched Szuka1ski 
for quite a while and has worked at 
a museum in the artists' native 
Poland. 
She expressed her excitement 
over this unique opportunity to 
bring the work of such talented, 
yet forgotten, artists back to the 
attention of the public. 
Kirsch explained that the 
works are on loan from private 
collections. · 
The works of Chiu are largely 
from Seattle, the Bay area and 
Orange County. 
Szukalski 's works are mostly 
from Fillmore, CA. 
The artist had lived in 
California for a time, at one point 
residing in Riverside. 
Kirsch's personal favorites 
from the artists are Chiu's 1979 
painting of, "New York, Central 
Park," one of the pieces that show-
cased his traditional Chinese influ-
ences. ......._ 
She found all of his work 
reflective of the time period the 
pieces were made which included 
World War I and World War ll. 
CSUSB student Rick Trujillo 
enjoys Teng Hoik Chiu's work a 
lot because he is drawn to city 
landscape paintings. 
His favorite piece by the artist 
is ' 'New York, Skyscrapers," 
because it is a good view of the 
city showing everything in the dis-
Kim hronlcle 
Danny Carrey of the rock band Tool, provided Szukalski's, "Self 
Portrait" for the exhibit. 
It was difficult for her to 
choose a favorite of Szukalski 's. 
Kirsch decided on "Struggle," as 
her favorite. 
"It's really telling and really 
defines him as an artist and as a 
person," said Kirsch. 
It's no mystery as to why 
Szukalski's work is enjoyed. His 
sometimes huge sculptures are 
very detailed and abstract. 
CSUSB student Brenda 
Starks' favorite piece was a bronze 
sculpture from 1912, titled, 
"Judas." 
"It's overwhelming," Starks 
said. 
CSUSB student Andie 
Spitzer's favorite piece was 
"Struggle," another bronze sculp-
ture from 1917. 
tance. 
The exhibit is unique and 
offers an amazing opportunity to 
see works that have remained rela-
tively hidden. 
Szukalski and Chiu are just 
the beginning of a series of artists 
who will be featured in this ongo-
ing exhibit. 
The "Forgotten Masters 
Revived: Turbulence and 
Tranquility" exhibit will be fea-
tured until Mar. 14. 
The Robert V. Fullerton muse-
um's hours are Tuesday-
Wednesday and Friday-Saturday, 
10 a.m. to 5 p.m. and Thursday, 10 
a.m. to 7 p.m. 
For additional information 
call (909) 537-7373 or visit 
http:/ /museum.csusb.edu. 
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A wave of fans cheer at a previous Coachella Festival in Indio, 
ntertainment 
Rage 
reunites fOr 
C-fest 
·Eighth Annual Coachella 
Valley Music and Arts 
Festival tickets on sale 
Erika Villanueva 
Staff Writer 
I had just arrived at the 
Coachella Valley Empire Polo 
fields in Indio, California. 
Beyond the dirt road lay fields 
of freshly cut green grass and tall 
palm trees blowing against the 
wind. 
As you step out of your car 
you can feel heat so unbearable it 
feels like your body is on fue. 
These fields staged the 
Coachella Valley Music and Arts 
Festival, also known as Coachella 
or C-fest, hosted by Goldenvoice. 
Each year music lovers are 
thrilled to be a part of this event 
which brings a wide variety of 
music to various fans. 
Coachella provides music of 
all genres including alternative, 
hip-hop and electronica. 
Performers who have once 
performed at Coachella include: 
Beck,- Radiohead, The Pixies, The 
Cure, The Mars Volta, The Yeah 
Yeah Yeahs, Depeche Mode and 
Tool. 
There are five stages that play 
music continuously throughout the 
day. 
Coachella is usually a two day 
festival but this year a third day 
has been added. 
The event will be held on 
April 27, 28 and 29 from L2 p.m. 
until midnight. 
The 2007 line-up"has created 
big buzz with such musical talents 
as: Bjork, InterpQl, Sonic Youth, 
Red Hot Chili Peppers, The 
Rapture, Placebo, Rage Against 
the Machine and many more. 
Known for her bizarre elec-
tronic sound and screeching lyrics, 
Bjork will headline day one. 
Bjotk is returning after per-
forming at Coachella's 2002 festi-
val which I was fortunate enough 
to attend. 
The Red Hot Chili Peppers 
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Rage Against the Machine reunites to headline the third day of 
the Coachella Valley Music and Arts Festival. 
will bring their psychedelic-funk-
alternative music to the main stage 
on day two. 
They are also returning to 
Coachella hiving previously per-
formed in 2003. 
Known to be fanatical on 
stage The Red Hot Chili Peppers 
will without a doubt present a great 
show with gripping vocals by 
Anthony Kiedis and exhilarating 
guitar rhythms by John Frusciante. 
Also performing this year is 
the recently reunited band Rage 
Against the Machine. They will 
headline day three. 
Well-known for mixing hard 
rock, rap and funk music with rev-
olutionized lyrics, Rage Against 
the Machine has been said to be 
the biggest performers to play this 
C-fest according to the Coachella 
website. 
Other artists in the line-up for 
this year include: Peaches, 
Ghostface Killah, the Roots, Lupe 
Fiasco, Damien Rice, Against Me!, 
the .Arctic Monkeys, and many 
more. 
Many returning fans agree 
that this year is Coachella's fmest. 
"I was happy when I first went 
to Coachella to see The Pixies in 
2004," fres~an David Mejia said. 
"I just love the idea of walk-
ing all day in the blazing heat lis-
tening to all kinds of music with all 
kinds of unique people like me, 
and now that I just found out about 
Rage I will for sure be there again 
this year," Mejia said. 
The Coachella Valley Music 
and Arts Festival is located east of 
Palm Springs off the 10 freeway. 
Tickets go on sale Jan. 27 at 
10 a.m. at all Ticketmaster loca-
tions. 
Single day tickets are $86, 
three\day passes are $249 and rent-
ing on-site camping is $45 (plus an 
applicable service charge) .. 
For a complete line-up and 
additional information, visit 
www.coachella.com. 
Nci-fiStudent author 
Chris Dyrness 
Staff Writer 
CSUSB has seen its fair share 
of successful individuals study on 
this campus. 
Sophomore student · Steve Av~a is unlike most students 
attending classes at CSUSB. 
What sets this English major 
apart from the average undergrad-
uate or even graduate student is 
that he's an accomplished science 
fiction writer. 
Last December, Avila's novel, 
"Everything Changes," the first 
entry in a trilogy known as "The 
Trevvlek War," was published. 
The plot of "Trevvlek War" 
surrounds a young man's struggle 
to grow and adapt in a chaotic 
world overrun with extraterrestrial 
turmoil. 
The story is described as a 
story of endurance, defiance and 
hope. 
Writing this epic story has 
been a drawn out process for Avila. 
Towards the end of his first 
year of high school Avila began 
writing "The Trevvlek War." 
Avila finished the fust book in 
the series at the end of his fust year 
at CSUSB. 
. Avila .first experienced a love 
for writing at the age of six. 
"My teachers would come up 
with these, come to think of it now, 
pointless assignments to write a 
one page story using ten vocabu-
lary words to show you know the 
meaning," AviJ.a said. 
Most elementary ·students 
would cringe at an assignment like 
this, but not Avila. 
"I started enjoying it more 
than other students in class and 
began Writing my own stories," 
Avila said. 
From that point on Avila made 
Writing more than just a common 
activity in school. 
It became his passion. 
"I would like to make it (writ-
ing) my career," Avila said. 
Being the next Kurt Vonnegut 
or J .R.R. Tolkien is not something 
easy to come by. 
Regardless of his current suc-
cess, Avila still understands the 
difficulties ofbecoming a success-
ful author. 
"There are no classes you can 
go to that guarantee a career as a 
writer," Avila said. 
':Egr now I'm focusing on 
journalism or teaching English," 
Avila said. 
Avila's success as a writer 
thus far is not limited to writing 
science fiction novels. 
He fust gained acclaim writ-
ing poetry. 
Avila doesn't necessarily con-
sider himself a poet but he found 
great recognition for his poetry. 
His poetry has been entered 
into and won two poetry competi-
tions, one df which was hosted by 
CSUSB. 
Science fiction isn't the only 
genre that interests this talented 
writer. 
Avila has ideas for stories 
encompassed within a wide range 
of gemes; everything from drama 
to suspense to horror. 
Avila has even tried his hand 
at screenwriting. 
He is brainstorming a plot and 
is currently working on getting the 
screenplay down on paper. 
For Avila it's just a matter of 
balancing his education with his 
writing. 
"Time is the determining fac-
tor right now," said Avila. 
For those of you interested in 
picking up a copy of "Trevvlek 
War," copies can be ordered from 
Barnes & Noble.com for $22.69. 
Xlibris, the company that pub-
lished Avila's work also distributes 
the ~ovel on its website at 
Xlibris.com. 
"Trevvlek War" can be p~­
chased from the publisher's _web-
site for $19.54. 
Chris Dyrness 
Steve Avila's novel, "Everything Changes," from, "The Trevvlek 
War" trilogy was published last December. 
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·History of 'Black History' 
DeAnna Yslas 
• Staff Writer 
February is the month in 
which Black History is celebrated 
and remembered for many rea-
' sons. However, many people don't 
know that it originally started out 
as ''Negro Week," according to 
Usinfostate.gov. 
Harvard scholar Dr. Carter G 
Woodson established "Negro 
Week" in 1926 during the second 
week of February, according to 
History. com. 
The week was chosen because 
of the birthdays of Fredrick 
Douglass and Abraham Lincoln, 
two men who had a great impact 
on Black culture. 
Woodson was the son of for-
mer slaves according to the 
Association for the Study of 
African American Life and 
History. 
He is known as "The Father of 
, Black History." Woodson devoted 
his life to making "the world see 
the Negro as a participant rather 
than as a lay figure in history." 
In 1972 ''Negro Week" was 
renamed Black History Week, then 
extended to Black History month 
in 1976. During this month 
African American achievements 
were celebrated during lectures, 
exhibitions1 banquets, cultural 
events, and the media. 
It is because of Woodson that 
it has been made clear that Blacks 
have impacted the development 'of 
the social, political, and economic 
structures of the United States. 
Although February is the 
• 
shortest month of the year, it con-
tains the anniversaries of many 
significant individuals and events 
that contributed to America's 
Black history. 
These include Lincoln's 
approval of the 13th Amendment 
abolishing slavery on Feb. l, 
1865; the Montgomery bus boy-
cott arrests on Feb. 22, 1956; the 
Feb. 3~ 1865 ratification of the 
15th Amendment that states race 
will not keep a man from voting; 
and the Greensboro, North 
Carolina, Woolworth lunch-count-
er sit-in, Feb. 1, 1960. 
Ever since the founding of 
"Negro Week," themes have been 
assigned to each year to get the 
attention of the public. The theme 
for 2007 according to ASALH is 
"From Slavery to Freedom: 
Africans in the Americas." 
According to MSN.com, the 
U.S. Postal Service has participat-
ed in Black History Month by 
issuing commemorative stamps 
honoring notable African 
Americans since 1978. 
"Black History Month to me 
is not only recognizing, but also 
reflecting and remembering," said 
Mia McKinley, who manages pub-
lic relations for the African 
Student Alliance ori our CSUSB 
campus. "It's all about the three 
R's." 
Student Johnathan Billinger 
said that we should "not get 
wrapped up for only one month, 
we should celebrate and embrace 
the culture throughout the whole 
year. I'm black all year long." 
"Don't just reflect just one 
month. It should be 365 days to 
learn about your culture," said 
Kimberlee Benton, the secretary of 
ASA. 
These students are all mem-
bers of ASA that will be putting on 
student activities during Black 
History Month. Some of these 
activities include "Movie Night" 
on Feb. 6; "Black Love," Feb. 13; 
and "Unity Day," Feb. 23. 
Courtesy of J.P. La Brada 
ASA will host upcoming events to celebrate Black History Month. 
To learn more about these 
activities, go to the display next to 
the information desk in the San 
Mauud Sluueul Union. 
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kcq>~and finish. They sa~ me 
mt an cdncarion lh.1r has propdW 
Choose from a 
master s degrees a 
• Counseling rsvcnCJilOJYM~ 
• Counstling Mi1niunt,:9 
• Education 
• Engli h 
• Kinesiology 
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Womens Resource ·center offers support 
Clarissa Zamora 
Staff Writer 
Women from all over face 
unique challenges. However, at 
the Santos Manuel Student Union 
there is a Women's Resource 
Center (WRC) to provide help to 
all. · 
The WRC is a place that pro-
vides support for all women on 
campus where diversity is respect-
ed and celebrated. 
Their mission also is to 
encourage women by providing 
services and programs which 
should enhance their college expe-
rience. 
"Since it's such a man's 
world, we offer this center for 
(women to relax, hang out, and get 
support," said Dolores Montoya 
who is the Graduate Assistant at 
theWRC. 
The center also provides 
information about a wide range of 
women's issues. Another issue 
they address is sexism and dis-
crimination in order to create a 
better environment for all. 
Statistics ·reveal a genuine 
need for programs such 'as this. 
According to Montoya, every day 
four women die in this country as a 
result of domestic violence. 
Around 132,000 women report 
that they have been victims of 
rape. 
Women also are l 0 times 
more likely than men to be victim-
ized by an intimate partner. Lastly, 
each year women are the victims 
of more than 4.5 million violent 
crimes. 
Other services the Women's 
Resource Center provides include 
a resource library, referrals for on-
campus and community services, 
access to computers, Internet and 
E-mail, and a comfortable and 
friendly environment to study or 
take a break. Programs are also 
available such as: violence aware-
ness, movie nights, Breast Cancer 
Awareness, art shows, field trips, 
and self-defense. 
There is also a women's stud-
ies minor offered at CSUSB. The 
28-unit minor provides the core 
material including a range of elec-
tives from which students can 
explore a variety of topics, and a 
culminating seminar. 
The courses also explore how 
gender influences fields such as 
fme arts, criminal justice, litera-
ture, business, and social science. 
For more information, conta 
Dr. Aurora Wolfgang, Women s f 
Studies Coordinator at (909) 53:7 
5838 or aurora@csusb.edu. 
This month the WRC will be 
having an open mic poetry nig~t 
called "That Takes Ovaries." This 
is open to everyone, and will e 
place Wednesday Jan.· 31 from 
4:00 to 6:00p.m. in SU-11 7. 
Students are encouraged t 
submit poems related to women' 
topics such as human rights. Ev 
Thursday from 6 to 8 p.m. 
WRC has fun movies to wat 
This program is entitled "Ch 
Flicks" and is located in SU-ll 
The WRC provides brochures 
guidance, information, programs 
services, and even condoms. If you 
. have questions, you may co tact 
~~.J;Z;---~""-----"'...;r,;,.;.__. ·them at (909) 880-7203 
Courtesy of J.P. LaBrada 
Delores Montoya of the Women's Resource Center. 
http: // enrollmen 
csusb.edul-union/. 
Students strive to keep New Year's resolutio 
Jesus Sandoval 
Staff writer 
Many CSUSB students try to 
continue the tradition of making 
and keeping a New Year's ·resolu-
tion, but they are not sure of the 
reason why. 
'1 4on't know why we make 
resolutions, but I think it originat-
ed in Mexico," said Mauricio 
Servis. "I feel like I have to have a 
resolution because everybody else 
in my family does it." 
According to english-maga-
zine.org, New Year's celebration is 
the oldest of all holidays. h was 
first observed in Babylon about 
4000 years ago. Babylonians cele-
brated the beginning of the year on 
what is now March 23. 
In 46 B.C. the Romans devel-
oped a 365-day calendar to better 
reflect the seasons. The first 
month, January, was named after a 
mythical king of early Rome, 
Janus. 
Janus was placed at the head 
of the calendar depicted with two 
faces looking back on past events 
and forward to the future. 
This is what CSUSB student 
Mayra Preciado does when she 
makes resolutions. 
"I always look back at the end 
of the year and look at the bad and 
good things that happened this 
year. I then ask myself if there is 
anything I can do to not let those 
bad things happen again." said 
Preciado. 
Janus became the ancient 
symbol for resolutions, and as 
many Romans looked for their 
enemies' forgiveness they malked 
the beginning of one of the wOIM's 
oldest traditions. 
One of Preciado's New Year's 
resolutions was to cut "toxic" peo-
ple out of her life. "I cut some 
toxic people out my life already 
because things that they were 
doing were not conducive to me 
for bettering myself." 
Servis' New Year's resolution 
is to gain muscle weight. 
"I just want to graduate with a 
tight shirt and a nice tie." Servis 
wants to accomplish his New 
Year's resolution just like his dad 
did two years back. 
"My dad stopped smoking 
like two years ago, for his New 
Year's resolution. He hasn't 
smoked, he stopped after 25 
years" . .Servis and his dad share a 
sense of accomplishment since he 
has been working out on a regular 
basis at CSUSB's recreational cen-
ter. Proactive-coach.com reports 
the percentages of resolutions that 
are maintained as time goes on as 
follows: past the first week, 7 o 
ancJ.. past two weeks 71%. 
one month 64% of people are s '11 
sticking with their resolution~, d 
after six months the numbe 
down to46%. 
Some students at CSUSB 
not make resolutions. They do 
' see the purpose of making a r 
lution that they will forget 
when the New Year euphoria 
es away. 
"I don't have a New Y, 
resolution," said Reed Blan 
"That way I don't have to b 
it." 
Gregory Rodriguez thinks O.t 
making a New Year's resolution 
absurd. "Most people fall throu 
a certam amount of time. It is sill 1 
why make a promise you 't 
keep?" 
According to pro cti e-
coach.com, even though a lot f 
people who make New Year' res-
olution do break them, they ar~ 
still 1 0 times more likely tQ ttaib 
their goals than people who don't 
make resolutions. 
"Life is a box of chocolates, 
and you never know what u are 
going to get." said Preciado. "B\lt 
you will always have to make 
some of the decisions to keep 
yourself motivated and your life 
going." 
The National Honor Society of Phi Kappa Phi 
$5,00Q tor graduate school 
The CSUSB Chapter of the National Honor Society of Phi Kappa Phi will nominate a 
graduating senior for a $5,000.00 National Fellowship. The award is for first-year 
graduate or professional study during the 2007-2008 academic year . 
Criteria: 
Members of Phi Kappa Phi are qualified to apply for nomination for the National 
Fellowship. Contact Deborah Buck in AD-101 to find out if you qualify for membership 
in Phi Kappa Phi this year and thus eligible to apply for the fellowship. 
Application deadline: February 1, 2007 
Applications are available in the Academic Affairs Office, AD-1 0 l. 
___ .........._M ulti~Cultural 
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This Day in History 
1613 Galileo observes Neptune but fails to recognize what he sees 1953 1st movie in Cinemascope (The Robe) premieres 
1845 Edgar Allen Poe's "The Raven" 1st published (New York City 1969 Jimi Hendrix & Peter Townshend wage a battle of guitars 
NY) 
1848 Sicily accepts new Constitution (choose parlhlmentlfreedom of 1980 6 Iranian held US hostages escape with help of the Canadians 
press) 
1850 Henry Clay introduces a comprise bill on slavery to US Senate 1983 40th Golden Globes Gandhi, ET & Tootsie win 
1886 1st successful gasoline-driven car patented, Karl Benz, Karlsruhe 1990 Exxon Valdez captain Joseph Hazelwood goes 'on trial due to oil 
spill 
1896 Emile Grubbe is 1st doctor to 1991 Nelson Mandela & Chief 
radiation treatment for breast Mangosuthu Buthelezi meet in 
cancer Durban after 28 years 
1919 Secretary of state proclaims the 1996 23rd American Music Award 
1 ~th amendment (prohibition) Garth Brooks wins. 
1920 Walt Disney starts 1st job as an 
artist; $40 week with Kansas City 
Slide Co 
1929 Seeing·Eye Guide Dog 
o ....... u ....... , .... • on forms 
The American Red Cross thanks the volunteers and donors whqse help provided relief through 
year of unprecedented disasters. Never before has America needed the Red Cross so much. ~nd 
Red Cross has needed you, as we have helped more than one million families affected by these d1sasters. 
Your continued support in our community, and the generosity people extend through our nat iona 
network of chapters, allow us to respond to disasters large and small, every day, all year round. ~ 
Please, remember your local chapter this holiday season. 
+ American Red CrOll 
WH EN YOU HELP THE AMERICAN RED CROSS, YOU HELP A MERICA. 
, 
1996 6,138th performance of "Cats" 
is held in London, surpassing record 
of Broadway's longest-running musi-
cal "A Chorus Line" 
' 
1998 Woman's Clinic in 
Birmingham AL bombed, 1 killed 
-~oo~u-·--------•-•-•• .----r-:- . ., _._...,.... __ _....,....,_ ~- ------~~r'"r'1"--
-Janua---ry
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\; Immigration dilemma 
Chris del Rosario 
Staff Writer 
Hundreds of illegal immi-
•., grants are . deported after U.S. 
: Immigration authorities conducted 
: a sweep around Los Angeles, 
' Orange, Ventura, Riverside, and 
• San Bernardino counties l~st week. 
Approximately 700 people 
were arrested during the operation 
called "Operation Return to 
Sender''. This action js. part of an 
initiative that targets criminal 
aliens. 
Although many of the individ-
uals deported were criminals 
awaiting release from jail, people 
were also arrested for simply being 
undocumented immigrants. The 
sweep included undocumented 
immigrants from 14 countries that 
included Japan, Poland, and India, 
but most of the ones detained were 
from Mexico. 
In an interview with Reuters, 
Immigration and Customs 
Enforcement (ICE) spokeswoman 
Virginia Kice said, "The goal of 
our enforcement efforts is two-
fold. First, it's about restoring 
\ 
integrity to our nation's immigra-
tion system. Second, it's about 
safeguarding our communities 
from those who brazenly disregard 
our laws." 
The Executive Director of the 
Coalition for Humane Immigrant 
Rights of Los Angeles said, "This 
is more of a show of force than a 
serious attempt to deal with an 
immigration system that just does-
n't work." 
Human rights organizations 
like the ACLU claim that the real 
issue is the border itself and 
deporting individuals because they 
are simply here illegally will not 
deter them from coming back. 
Whichever side of the issue 
you're on, it is hard not to sympa-
thize with undocumented immi-
grants who have come here to the 
United States for a chance at a bet-
ter life for themselves and their 
families. For a country that is con-
sidered the melting pot of culture, 
how have we suddenly become 
xenophobic? 
The danger lies when trends in 
society move from xenophobia to 
prejudice and then to racism. 
You 
Can 
I 
When the ICE conducted their 
immigration sweep, they men-
tioned that most of the ones arrest-
ed were criminals. However, they 
also lumped ~n individuals who 
were simply here without visas. 
Fear of foreigners has also 
moved this country to pass laws 
that are not only racist but restrict 
our first amendment rights. The 
Patriot Act allows warrantless 
eavesdropping on international 
calls even by U.S. citizens. 
Because of the global war on ter-
rorism, Middle Easterners are tar-
gets. 
I agree that the immigration 
system and the border needs atten-
tion and reform, however, we need 
to look at how we can help those 
that are here already. 
Instead of using our manpow- · 
er to gather up undocumented indi-
viduals on the street, we should 
have them guard the border. Those 
who are here already should be 
aided and educated in order to 
become better members of this 
culture and society, because 
whether we like it or not, they are 
part of our world. 
i ; , 
Teach! 
Do you hold a college degree? 
Complete your teaching credential in as little as 9 months, or 
be a paid intern teacher while you complete the program. 
The College of Education at California State University San 
Bernardino has programs in Elementary, Secondary, Bilingual 
and Special Education. 
Take a positive step toward ypur future! 
Call us today at: (909) 537-5603 
CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY 
IAN BERNARDINO 
<JUght this way, ~rs. ClTesitfent 
Larry Palacios 
Staff Writer 
In the coming months the 
media will be all over the fact that 
Hillary Clinton could be the first 
woman president in U.S. history. 
This would be a monumental 
achievement if it happens. 
How does First Lady Bill 
Clinton sound to you? I can see 
the Late Night shows being able to 
milk that for all it's worth. 
Of course she still has to con-
vince the Democrats that she's the 
right woman for the job. She also 
has to go through fellow Democrat 
Barack Obama if she hopes to get 
the Democratic ticket. 
"I'm looking forward to it. 
It'll be a great contest with a lot of 
talented people and I'm very con-
fident. I'm in, I'm in it to win and 
that's what I intend to do," said 
Clinton. 
Let me make myself clear. I 
have no problems with a woman as 
President of the United States. I 
don't care if you are a man or 
woman. It doesn't matter to me 
what color your skin is. What mat-
$391f 
twWME-
lMPPtDVEI> 
$2091 
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f'RF!SMENFJ> 
$66" 
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ters to me is are you willing to 
make the tough decisions during 
our most critical hours. 
We do know that Clinton is 
big on education and health care. 
It's going to be the big issues that 
decide her fate. One issue that is 
getting a good portion of the atten-
tion right now is immigration. 
According to the polls this has 
now replaced terrorism as the 
number one issue among the 
American people. 
Hillary has taken a hard stance 
on immigration. "I am, you know, 
adamantly against illegal immi-
_grants," she said. Democrats in 
the party however, would like her 
to take a more conservative 
approach to immigration in order 
to get the Latino community 
behind her. 
The other big issue is, of 
course, terrorism. Terrorism 
seems to have taken a backseat to 
immigration. I think that if 
America does that we are making a 
grave mistake. I believe that if 
America lets down its guard we 
will be attacked again. America 
cannot forget the events of 9/11. 
The question remains: can Hillary 
Clinton make the big decisions? 
It will be interesting to frnd 
out how she plans to protect 
America, as well as deal with the 
various issues we face as a nation. 
The Republicans appear to be in 
trouble. They don't really have a 
front running candjdate as of right 
now. 
You have John McCain and 
Rudy Giuliani, but neither one has 
taken the front running position, 
although Giuliani seems favored 
due to his leadership during 9/11. 
Regardless of who is chosen to 
represent their party, America is 
going to have to decide who will 
be the best Commander in Chief. 
I urge you to put your political 
affiliations.aside and actually think 
about your vote. Do not vote 
Democrat because you are a regis-
tered Democrat. Don't vote 
Republican because your parents 
are Republican .. Do your research 
on each candidate and then decide 
who is the best fit for our country. 
Vote for the person that you feel is 
best qualified, regardless of race or 
gender. 
www.caglecartoons.com 
Everyday thief relief 
Matt Faulkner 
Staff Writer 
reported stolen according to on- can then take out a UV lighted 
campus Police Officer Le Andre magnifying scope and zoom in to 
Fields. Fields then said that in the tiny dots stuck in the adhesive 
After recalling the following 2006 there were only four. which gives a numerical code and 
story, I am very tempted to invest So, basically, it was at this the website in which to enter the 
into some $20 DataDots. point that I felt like going out and code. 
Years ago, a CSUSB student buying a lottery ticket. I was one. When the police officer enters 
was sinking his teeth into a deli- of the five or six students out of the code into the website, the web-
cious on-campus Pizza. His cell 17,000 whose backpack had been site will direct the officer to the 
phone rang and a napkin was stolen in 2005 at CSUSB. DataDot USA database. This will 
nowhere to be found. He then Right when I was about to tear strengthen the chance that the sus-
forced his greasy hand into his up all my interview questions, pect will be convicted and should 
pocket and smeared his finger onto Fields showed me an interesting guarantee the stolen products are 
the "accept call" button. new crime prevention procedure mailed back to the owner immedi-
It wa,s a friend he hadn't seen that Cal State Universities are now ately. 
in a while, so he hurried up and using with the help of a new prod- This product seems very intu-
took his two supreme pizzas to her uct called DataDots. itive and a cheap alternative to 
room. Each DataDot has a special other navigational/finding devices 
An hour went by of hanging code encrypted on it via a laser. such as GPS systems. The cost of 
out with his friend and he realized The DataDots are then placed into ~ DataDot kit is about $20. 
that he was about to be late to an adhesive 'where the consumer of I think if I took my laptop to 
class. He jumped out of his seat to the product may take the brush that school (which I don't) I would def-
slip on his backpack and realized comes . with the kit and swipe a initely buy DataDots because the 
that ... he had no backpack to slip small amount of the clear $3000 to $20 ratio isn't a bad deal. 
on! He had left it in the Common!). DataDots paste on products such If $20 means even a 10 percent 
He raced back and searched as computer/laptops, LCD projec- ·increase to my chances of getting 
. every table and isle in the dining tors, furniture, artwork, grounds my lost or stolen laptop back, it's 
hall and asked the lady at the reg- maintenance equipment and even worth the money. 
ister if anyone had turned in a automobiles. If yoll do end up purchasing a 
backpack. Nope. Gone forever. The DataDot adhesive con- DataDot tube there is enough 
Okay. I was this student. tains a UV trace that will glow adhesive to brush on to many of 
Then, yesterday, I went to frnd under a black light, which the offi- your possessions. And ifl feel that 
out about backpack theft on cam- cers carry with them. When an I might become victim 10. of back-
pus and was surprised to learn that officer shines a black light on a pack theft in the last two years at 
out of the 17,000 students who suspect's items and the DataDot CSUSB, I too might buy some 
attend CSUSB, only five were adhesive illuminates, the officer DataDots in the bookstore. 
~~n---~~~~r-~~~~~~~~~ 
Matt Faulkner 
Data Dots can help protect your extremely valuable everyday belongings such as books or iPods . 
.. 
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Tennis 
ready to 
' 
battle to 
success 
America Sarmiento 
Staff Writer 
The CSUSB Coyotes 
women's tennis team looks for-
ward to a promising season. Here 
is a team that wants to do things 
differently. 
An excited group of women 
are working together in hopes of 
putting a successful 2007 season 
into the record. This program 
began in 1985 at CSUSB. It had a 
halt for three years from 1992-
1995, then jumpstarted again in 
1996. 
The team is under the direc-
tion of Heather Langley, who's in 
her second season with CSUSB 
as head coach. She said she is 
excited about working with this 
particular group of women. 
"This years team has been 
the greatest group I have ever 
worked with. All of the girls are 
on the court early doing their ply-
ometrics and stretching, and they 
enjoy spending extra hours in the 
gym and on the court working 
out," said Langley. 
The Coyote team practices 
Mondays through Fridays from 4-
6 p.m. Tennis is known to be an 
individual sport, but this group 
tries to keep each other motivated 
to work together'as a team, 
Langley said. 
Team captain Jennifer Joy 
leads by example and has brought 
excellent leadership to the rest of 
her teammates, Langley said. Joy 
is number one in both singles and 
doubles. 
Sherry Leuthold is this sea-
son's co-~aptain and also new to 
the Coyote team. She is a transfer 
student from San Jacinto College, 
and is number four in singles and 
number two in doubles. "She 
brings a great morale to the team 
and a positive attitude," said 
Langley. 
There are four new women to 
join the ~oyote team, including 
Leuthold, Ashley Hulett, Megan 
Gneiting, and Valerie Sandoval. 
Some of the key players to 
look out for include Joy and 
Leuthold, along with Leslie Hom, 
who is number two in singles and 
number one in doubles, and 
Dottie Elwell, who is number 
three in singles and number two 
in doubles. Both are returning 
players to the team. 
This season the team is 
working hard on doubles to make 
them even stronger, in order to 
win more matches. Historically 
they have won more singles 
matches than doubles, and they 
expect to win more conference 
matches by doing so. 
Some of the key motivations 
that bring this team together are 
the victory matches iast year 
against Cal State Bakersfield, Cal 
State Los Angeles and having 
three conference wins. Last sea-
son the Coyote's tennis team had 
a record of 3-7 in the conference 
and 4-1 0 overall. 
Not only are these ladies 
working hard on the court, but 
also off the court !md in class. 
According to Langley this team is 
filled with scholars. The players 
have the highest grade point aver-
age in the team's history. 
The. Lady Coyotes season 
will kick off on Feb. 7 at the · 
CSUSB campus against Masters 
College at 2 p.m. and ~e season 
will continue with the 1st league 
match on Feb. 12 against Cal 
Poly Pomona, also on campus at 
2p.m. 
Da Bears da Colts Superbowl XLI 
Courtesy of yahoo.com 
Brian Urlacher, the Bears linebacker, will help to support the 
team's strong defense this Sunday. 
Terrell Powell 
Staff Writer 
One of the most important 
games of the year in the NFL, 
some may say, is just two weeks 
away. 
This past Sunday was an 
exciting time for football fans 
across the country. 
The Indianapolis Colts played 
the New England Patriots for the 
American Football Conference 
Championship, while the Chicago 
Bears battled the New Orleans 
Saints for the National Football 
Conference title game. 
The tirst game, with the Saints 
Zulekha Williams/Chronicle 
Coyotes pumping each other up before their game against Cal 
State LA 
against the Bears, seemed to be a 
low scoring game that was going 
to go down to the wire. 
However, in the fourth quar-
ter the Bears show.ed why they 
should be in the Super Bowl by 
defeating the Saints 39-14. 
In the Colts and Patriots game, 
the Patriots seemed to have the win 
in their hands by the end of the 
frrst half. 
In the second half, the Colts 
overcame a huge deficit to upend 
the Patriots in the final minutes 38-
34. 
Super Bowl XLI will ·be 
played Feb. 4th in Miami , Florida. 
This will be the first Super 
Bowl appearance for the Chicago 
Bears and the Indianapolis Colts in 
many years. 
The Colts have not been in a 
Super Bowl since they were in 
Baltimore in 1971 and won. 
The Bears have not been in the 
Super Bowl since 1986 when they 
were also victorious. 
This will be the 41st Super 
Bowl since the NFL has been 
established. 
The NFC leads the series with 
a 21-19 record against the AFC in 
the Super Bowl. 
The Colts have had so)l.'Iewhat 
of hard road in the regular season 
leading to the playo~. Going 12-
4 in the regular season and win-
ning the AFC So~th gave the Colts 
a third place spot in the playoffs. 
On. the other hand, the Bears 
have had a phenomenal season. 
Chicago has blown out most of 
their opponents going 13-3, and 
having the best record in the NFC. 
The Bears have the 5th ranked 
overall defense in the NFL. Their 
detense only allows 15 points per 
Courtesy of yahoo.com 
Peyton Manning, the Colts quarterback, ranked best in the league. 
game. on average and has been 
known to stop offenses that are in 
scoring position. 
The Colts have the 3rd ranked 
overall offense in the NFL, averag-
ing about 27 points per game with 
their high-powered offense. 
Both teams will have their 
hands full on both side of the ball 
with the offense of the Colts and 
the defense of the Bears fighting to 
see who is the elite squad in the 
NFL. 
Students on campus have their 
own perspective of who they think 
will be crowned with the highest 
honor in the NFL. 
"The Colts have the best quar-
terback in the league and Peyton 
Mannmg has shown that through-
out the playoffs by being able to 
make big plays in key games," said 
Dujuan Brown an avid football fan 
and CSUSB student. 
Other students seem to think 
that defense is the end all be all of 
how championships are won. 
"Defense is the absolute most 
important tool in winning big 
games in any sport. A good 
defense allows the offense to slack 
off in some cases like the Bears 
do," says Chris Williams, who is 
rooting for the Bears to win. 
Although fans will have their 
own point of view on what it takes 
to w+u a Super Bowl, these two 
teams should make for a thrilling 
game to watch regardless if you 
are a fan of the teams or not. 
Zulekha Williams/Chronicle 
Coach Jeff Oliver giving the Men's basketball team a pep talk during their game against Cal State 
L.A. 
' . 
Sports 
Serving the CSUSB campus for 40 years 
B-ball wins, stands are empty 
Ashley Thomsen 
Staff Writer 
Men's CSUSB Basketball is 
undefeated at home so far this sea-
son and the Women's CSUSB team 
has won four out of the six games; 
yet the stands are empty. 
So why are there not more 
fans in the stands? 
There is a lack of school spirit 
for our Men's and Women's basket-
ball teams; let alone Coyote sports 
in general. 
Coussoulis Arena, where the 
basketball teams play, is a 5,000-
seat, multi-use facility. At any 
given home game less than half of 
those seats are filled. 
A total of '4,229 people have 
attended the Men's home basket-
ball games this season, while I ,569 
people have attended the Women's 
home games. 
If every game was filled to 
capacity there should have .been 
30,000 fans watching our teams 
play. 
That is a difference of 25,771 
fans missing for the Men's home 
games alone. 
The problem of lack of sup-
port for the Women's team is even 
worse. 
The av.erage attendance for a 
Men's home basketball game this 
season is 705, with the average 
attendance at home this season for 
the Women is 262. 
The best single game atten-
dance for the Men's team this sea-
son came on Jan. 13 in a game 
against Chico State. There was a 
crowd of 1128 people. 
That same night against Chico 
State the Women also had their 
biggest crowd with 375 fans in 
attendance. 
:bowest attendance for a 
Men's game was on Dec. 16 in a 
game against Grand Canyon 
University when there were only 
236 people in the stands. 
Lowest attendance for a 
Women's home game was on Dec. 
19 against Notre Dame de Namur 
when 96 people attended. 
Students say the reason why 
fans are not showing up to the 
game is not enough time and lack 
of interest. 
CSUSB student Silma Zuniga 
simply said, "I don't have time" 
when asked why she hasn't been to 
Ashley Thomsen/Chronicle 
The Coussoulis Arena, where the CSUSB basketball team plays their home games remains empty 
during game time. 
any games this season. 
There is also the problem of 
lack of interest. CSUSB student 
Sheri Armstrong said, "I don't 
always know when they' are and 
that's because I'm focused on aca-
demic goals and not activities." 
Cost should not be a pfublem 
because CSUSB swdents are 
admitted free to the ~neral admis-
sion seats with their ID. 
There is still plenty of. time to 
go out to the arena and support our 
teams. 
The season is about half over 
with many home games still left; 
so why not be a sport and give 
some support. 
Diamond days are coming 
Priscilla Cooper/Chronicle 
Coyote baseball season is almost here support them at their first 
game on Feb. 3 at 11 a.m. against Cal Poly Pomona. 
PrisciUa Cooper 
Staff Writer 
The men's baseball team has 
unity to stay strong this season, 
according to several of the play-
ers. 
"Better attitude ... overall the 
team bas more team unity and 
confidence,"said returner Drew 
Valenzuela. 
The Coyotes most challeng-
ing obstacle will be the No. 1 
2006 CCAA champions Chico 
State. With a record of 46-211ast 
season, the Chico Wildcats will 
prove to be tough opponents for 
the Coyotes. 
The best mistake 
Zulekha WiUiams 
Staff Writer 
Joseph Tillman is a player 
who never really wanted to play 
·ball, it was something that •just 
happened to him. 
While in gym ciass during his 
junior year at Rancho Verde High 
in Moreno Valley, Tillman's gym 
teacher Randy McAllister, who 
also doubled as . the men's varsitY 
basketball coach, told Tillman be 
was too tall not to play ball. 
The summer of his junior year 
be began to work out with Coach 
McAllister and continued his 
workouts arriving at 5 a.m. before 
school and attending practice after 
school. 
After high school he attended 
RCC for one year, where be chose 
not to participate in athletics, but 
instead focused on his studies up 
until the passing of his girlfriend 
during the second semester. 
"I was pretty messed up and 
started doing bad in school, I did-
n't know what to do, until my 
brother got a baseball scholarship 
to attend Arizona Western.and con-
vinced me to go along with him," 
said Tillman. 
Tillman was the only player 
that year out of about 15 other men 
to walk onto Arizona Western 
Men's basketball team where be 
broke his ankle in three places and 
ended up having to medical red 
shirt, but returned the following 
year to play his freshman year. 
While waiting for his letter of 
intent to play at Dickinson State, 
Tillman was in a summer league 
where be was spotted by Coach 
Trevor from CSUSB, who invited 
him to play in the Pro ' City 
Summer. 
After a couple of games in the 
summer league be was heavily 
recruited and offered a scholarship 
to play at CSUSB and gladly 
accepted. ' 
"I called the coach in North 
Dakota and told him I made anotb- . 
er decision," said Tillman. 
"As of right now the team is 
doing fantastic, we're nationally 
ranked but we're struggling with 
some internal problems. We're 
starting to get relaxed · because 
we're experiencing so much suc-
cess right now," said Tillman. 
"During the San Diego game 
r \. 
New talents on the team will 
prove to be assets for the Coyotes. 
The Coyu\es have signed 
first-baseman Kyle Walton, a 
transfer from University of 
Houston, where be transferred 
from Saddleback College. While 
at Saddleback in 2005, Walton 
was the leading hitter in the state. 
Also joining the Coyotes thi~ sea-
son will be Justin Watson, an · 
infielder from Solano Community 
College. He batted an average of 
377 for Solano. 
Another addition to the team 
is Da'vid Martin, a right-banded 
pitcher from $ierra Community 
College. Hthad a record of 5-2 
pitc~ and a 393 earned run 
average. 
Another new player coming 
to the Coyotes are Michael 
Minjares, second-baseman trans-
fer from Oxnard College. He led 
all California community college 
baseball players in stolen bases in 
2006; be batted 308 and drove in 
· 20 runs while scoring 45 runs. 
In addition to the newcomers 
many returners will be coming 
back to play for the Coyotes. A 
key returner is third baseman 
Drew Valenzuela. He batted over 
300 before having to sit out for 
the se~odd part of the season. 
Valenzuela suffered a season-end-
ing injury in the second game of 
the season. 
Returning for the Coyotes 
this season is outfielder Justin 
Roberson. He bad a total of 3 
RBis last sea5on and bad aver-
aged 354 for an on base percent-
age. 
Also returning this season for 
the Coyotes are seniors Steven 
Crang, James Sinkes and Patrick 
Walker. Both Sinkes and Crang 
are right-handed pitchers for the 
Coyotes. Walker a catcher for the 
Coyotes bad total of 32 RBis last 
season, along with 11 home runs. 
As the new season is only 
weeks away, the Coyotes are 
preparing for what is to come. 
"In this conference everybody 
Priscilla Cooper/Chronicle 
Pitcher. James Sinkes practic-
ing and getting ready for the 
2007 season to start. 
is pretty competitive," said senior 
Justin Roberson, "If you're up by 
four games you can win the con-
ference. So it's really close and 
competitive." 
The Coyotes are confident 
with the returners and key new-
comers to have a stronger season. 
Zulekha Williams/Chronicle 
Junior Joseph Tillman never really thought about playing basketball, it just fell into ,his lap. Now it is 
part of his everyday life as a Coyote. · 
we beat ourselves; we weren't pre- · The Coyotes finished the 
pared collectively or individuaUy. game with an ending score of 75-
Now, we're working on what it is 55 with Tillman's added 10 points 
that's not allowing us to play bard and 6 boards. 
so we can take that out of our His personal goal is to lead the 
game." team in rebounding, although he 
Tillman says his personal said he feels be is struggling. 
highlight of the year was during "I'm trying to figure out 
the Sonoma State -game where be what's wrong with my game right 
bit 5 back to back jumpers. now, once I figure that out, the sky 
~· 
is the limit," said Tillman. 
"It's kind of tough having 
classes and doing all the stuff I 
have to do for basketball because 
the quarter ' system goes by so 
fast." 
Tillman is a junior with a mar-
keting and pre-law major with a 
GPAof3.5 who plans to attend law 
school after playing ball. 
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Softball 
hits off the 
seas·on 
with a 
new game 
plan 
Claudia Cortes Ruiz 
Staff Writer 
The 2007 softball season is 
coming up and the Coyotes have 
a whole new team, with only 5 
returning players. 
The team is expecting to go 
all the way to post season and 
regionals this season. 
In practice the girls are get-
ting ready to face anything that 
comes their way. 
"They look good in practice 
and they have great chemistry," 
new Assistant Coach Alexis 
Switnko said. 
The chemistry is apparent 
during practice. 
The girls are out on the field 
helping each other with catching, 
batting and throwing, while lis-
tening to music. It appears as 
though these girls have grown 
close. to one another. 
The softball team bas 
improved in every way, with sev-
eral new pitchers including 
Ashely Collinwood, Tawnie 
Baker, Jordan Dahl, Maddie 
Puldo and Jackie Jacobs. 
However the returning play-
ers also have plenty to contribute 
· to the team some of the returning 
players include Krista 'Hernandez 
and Lindsey Calderon. 
According to Assistant Coach 
Musselman, this is better team 
than the one last year and that the · 
team will only keep getting better 
throughout the years. 
Musselman mentioned that 
the team for 2008 will be even 
better than the team they have 
now. 
There were many new addi-
tions to the team. These additions 
include Baker, Dahl, and Jamie 
Lowe. 
"These are some of the best 
players in the country," Coach 
Musselman said. 
Baker is one of the new ·. 
pitchers, with Dahl, who was All 
American ·at first base, and Lowe 
at second base. 
This team is expecting many 
things from the season. 
The team is also expecting 
great things from their't'etuming 
players to help make this season 
great. 
"Watch out for Krista 
Hernandez," Coach Musselman 
said. "The heart and soul of the 
team. She'll be breaking a lot of 
records." 
"We are trying to go to 
regionals," returning player . 
Calderon said. 
When asked what she felt 
would be areas for improvement 
within the team, she said that 
pitching was one of them so she 
was exited that they have many 
new and better pitchers. 
Low~, who is one of the new 
additions to the team, was also ' 
· excited about the season. W)len · 
asked what she was expecting for 
this season she said she was not 
sure but that with all the players 
she thinks the season will end on 
a good note. 
The first game of the regular 
season will be Feb. 2 at Vanguard 
University at 1 p .m., and from 
watching their practice these girls 
look ready to make this one of 
the best seasons so far. 
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